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Applications, Internet

Mobile communication can improve management of machine, installation, web service as well as any desktop, web or
mobile application. Read on practical solutions and ideas for the industry.

Manufacturers of machinery and equipment

SerwerSMS offers its services to producers of all kinds of mechanical, electrical, electronic, IT, etc. We invite you to
read descriptions of examples of mobile solutions for Your industry.

 

Why is it worth?

increase the competetiveness of your products,
image of more innovative, modern products,
more comfortable to use your products,
ability to integrate with any device, application, etc.,
remote management of devices.

Monitoring devices via SMS

SerwerSMS offer for manufacturers of machinery and equipment are virtually unlimited opportunities for integration. An
interesting application is to install a SIM card in the device which to our system SerwerSMS can send any information,
parameters, etc. In turn, our system can send information via e-mail, mobile phone or to any application.
If you are interested in this service, in a conversation with the sales section just ask about the function of API remote
communication.

SMS management of work equipment

Remote device management gives new business opportunities and convenience in using them. Through the SMS message any
electrical appliance, lighting can be turned on and off, the gate can be opened, heating temperature can be increased,
monitoring can be started, and even the coffee in the espresso machine can be made. These solutions are used primarily in
the so-called intelligent building, where the remote management of installations and equipment is practically a standard.
If you are interested in this service, in a conversation with the sales section, please ask for the NDI service.

Software producers

Both web, desktop and mobile applications more and more are enriched with mobile communications. For
manufacturers it is increasing the competitiveness of their products, for users - comfort and efficiency of using the
application.

 

Why is it worth?

increase the competitiveness of your broadly similar, competitive products,
more opportunities to use and implementation of applications,
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greater comfort for users,
image of more innovative applications.

SMS to use the application

Interesting offer of SerwerSMS for the manufacturers of applications is the ability to SMS access to the application. This
feature will be especially useful in desktop applications and in situations when you do not have access to the Internet and
cannot use the web or mobile application. The user of your application can perform virtually any operation by sending an SMS
to our system with a defined content to a defined number. Then, our system will transmit the information (commands) to your
application in any format. This operation can be completed by sending message to user with status report for the task or any
other information.
If you are interested in this service, in a conversation with the sales section please ask about API remote communication.

Authorization and authentication SMS

SerwerSMS offers also complex solutions for SMS authentication access of that operation in the application.
If you are interested in this servicem in a conversation with sales section please ask about one-off codes.

Sending SMS messages from application and via application

One of the most widely used mechanisms provided in SerwerSMS is the possibility of automated and manual dispatch of SMS
from the application. In the case of automated dispatch, initiated in the application-defined events, the mechanism is mainly
used in sending SMS to the customer information that is managed by an application (payment reminders, information about
the new offer, request, etc.).
If you are interested in this service, in a conversation with sales section please ask about API remote communication.

Idea list

Applications, Internet

We invite you to the reading-matter of the programmers and electronics engineers.
Read more

Offices, institutions

In these days, the modern office is the mobile office! Simply.
Read more

Trade

Mobile loyalty and sales support. Stationary and virtual.
Read more

Real estate

Good offer? Quickly inform interested via SMS!
Read more

Law, finance

Legal and financial support requires quality at the highest mobile level.
Read more

https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/applications-internet
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/offices-institutions
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/trade
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/real-estate
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/law-finance
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Entertainment, sport

Invitations and reservations or bidirectional SMS communication for the entertainment and sport!
Read more

Transport, shipping

SMS communication with drivers, senders and recipients of consignments.
Read more

Beauty, health

Reminders about visits, SMS appointment booking and many other SMS proposals!
Read more

Education

More modern education at every level.
Read more

Services for companies

Once it was the Internet revolution. Today is mobile revolution!
Read more

Publishing house, media

Mobile communication does not compete with other media but it supports it.
Read more

Representing another industry?

Contact us, our consultants will help you in the selection of solutions.
Contact

https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/entertainment-sport
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/transport-shipping
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/beauty-health
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/education
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/services-for-companies
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/ideas/publishing-house-media
https://cms.serwersms.pl/en/contact

